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Motivation

• Detect neutrinoless double beta decay! 

• Ultimately propose a solution that can reach the normal mass ordering
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High-pressure Xe gas TPC

• Great energy resolution 

• Imaging capabilities 

• Scalability 

• Ba tagging? (see Ben Jones’ talk later in this session)
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Fig. 5. Density dependencies of the intrinsic energy resolution (%FWHM) measured for 662 keV gamma-rays. 

above 2-6 kV/cm depending on the density, it remains 

practically unchanged. At low densities, < 0.55 g/cm3, 

the resolution almost saturates to the same limit, deter- 

mined by the statistics of ion production, while at high 

densities, > 0.55 g/cm3, it continues to slowly decrease 

even at the maximum applied fields, but still remains far 

above the statistical limit. This is seen more clearly in 

Fig, 5 which gives energy resolution versus density meas- 

ured for 662 keV gamma-rays at a field of 7 kV/cm. 

Below 0.55 g/cm3 the resolution stays at a level of 0.6% 

FWHM (statistical limit), then, above this threshold, it 

starts to degrade rapidly, and reaches a value of about 

5% at 1.7 g/cm”. Such degradation of the energy resolu- 

tion above 0.55 g/cm3 was observed previously in 

Ref. [3-53 and explained with the d-electron model, 

originally proposed to explain the poor energy resolution 

measured by others in liquid Xe [13]. According to this 

model, the degradation of the energy resolution is caused 

by the fluctuations of electron-ion recombination in 6- 

electron tracks. For intense recombination, which would 

give large fluctuations, a particular density of ionization 

must be reached. These conditions would appear first in 

the tracks produced by low-energy S-electrons. The 

fluctuations in the number of such tracks, which are 

governed by the statistics of the a-electron production, 

determine the intrinsic resolution. As the density in- 

crease, the ranges of the &electrons become smaller, and 

the conditions for strong recombination occur in tracks 

produced by S-electrons with ever higher energies. In 

other words, the average number of tracks with high 

recombination rate should increase with density even if 

the recombination rate itself saturates at high densities. 

This can be illustrated by comparing the density depend- 

ence of the intrinsic energy resolution and changes in the 

slope of l/Q versus log(E), i.e. coefficient B in function (l), 

which characterizes the recombination processes (see 

Figs. 5 and 6). Below 1.4g/cm3, the energy resolution 

almost follows the dependence of B. At higher densities 

B saturates, or even starts to decrease, while the intrin- 

sic energy resolution continues to degrade. The latter 

fact shows that at high densities the resolution is deter- 

mined by fluctuations in the number of tracks with high 

density ionization, rather than fluctuations in recombi- 

nation. 

Another interesting question is the origin of the step- 

like behavior of the resolution around 0.55 g/cm3 (see 

Fig. 5). The location of the step precisely coincides with 

the threshold of appearance of the first exciton band, 

which is formed inside a cluster of at least 10 atoms due 

to density fluctuations in dense Xe [S]. Delta-electrons 

interact with whole clusters to produce an exciton or free 

electron. This could be an additional channel of energy 

loss that would result in a sharp decrease in size of the 

a-electron tracks and, consequently, in a sharp rise of the 

number of tracks with high density of ionization above 

0.55 g/cm3. 

A similar behavior of the intrinsic resolution was ob- 

tained for all other energies used in these measurements 

(0.3-1.4 MeV). Below 0.55 g/cm’, the intrinsic energy res- 

olution saturates to its statistical limit, determined by 

(FW/E,)“‘, if a sufficiently high electric field is applied, 

and starts to degrade above 0.55 g/cm” even at high 

fields. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the intrinsic resolu- 

tion (%FWHM) on the energy of gamma-rays plotted as 
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High-pressure Xe gas TPC (The NEXT program)

• Great energy resolution (demonstrated by prototype and NEXT-White

NEXT Collaboration, JHEP 10 (2019) 230

Figure 5: Fits to the dependence of energy on track length in the axial dimension (left), and the
resulting energy spectra of three energy peaks after application of all corrections, including a linear
correction to the energy (equation 3.1) corresponding to the average value of (m/b) = 2.79 ⇥ 10�4

obtained from the 3 fits (right).

were visible upon examining the spectrum of isolated energy depositions within all events, which
included small depositions due to xenon x-rays that managed to travel away from the main track
before interacting.

These results demonstrate that excellent energy resolution is obtainable throughout the entire
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fiducial volume once correction for the axial length e�ect is made. The energy spectrum of
high-energy triggers in the full active volume is shown in Figure 6 after applying all corrections
described in section 3 below. Unlike in the previous study [12], the 208Tl photopeak at 2615 keV
(near Q��) is clearly resolved. Further explanation of the axial length e�ect is given in appendix A
below.

Figure 6: The full energy spectrum for events with energies greater than ⇠ 150 keV. Corrections for
electron lifetime and geometrical e�ects were applied to all events, as well as a correction for the
described axial length e�ect (see section 3) corresponding to (m/b) = 2.79 ⇥ 10�4.

4 Summary

Energy resolution in the NEXT-White TPC has been further studied, and a resolution near 1% FWHM
is shown to be obtainable at 2615 keV, as predicted in the preceding study [12]. This resolution
was obtained over nearly the entire active volume, demonstrating the e�ectiveness of the continuous
83mKr-based calibration procedure implemented to correct for geometric and lifetime e�ects, and
improved slightly with more restrictive fiducial cuts. Further study is required to understand the
observed “axial length e�ect” in which the measured energy of extended tracks decreases with
increasing track length in the axial (drift) direction. However, as HPXe TPCs provide detailed energy
and topological information for each event, such e�ects can be remedied through careful calibration,
and the outstanding resolution obtained highlights the strong potential of this detector technology to
host a sensitive 0⌫�� search in which good energy resolution is essential.
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High-pressure Xe gas TPC (The NEXT program)

• Great energy resolution 

• Imaging capabilities

Topological signature 13

Single and double electrons from  analysis with 
energies near 

ββ2ν
Qββ

• HEP 10 (2019) 052

• JHEP 10 (2019) 052

Traditional cut-base analysis 
~70% efficiency 

~20% bkg contamination Improvement with DNNs  
~5% bkg contaminationNEXT Collaboration, JHEP 10 (2019) 052

NEXT Collaboration, arXiv:2009.10783
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High-pressure Xe gas TPC (The NEXT program)

• Great energy resolution 

• Imaging capabilities 

• Scalability NEXT-100 
(currently under construction) 6

1.3 m

1.0 m

Add ref for NEXT-100 TDR + sensitivity

NEXT Collaboration, JHEP 05 (2016) 159
NEXT Collaboration, (2012) JINST 7 (2012) T06001



NEXT at the ton scale

• Ton-scale module(s) 

• Symmetric TPC 

• e.g. Diameter 2.6m, drift 1.3m

Water tank

Copper shield

Field cage

Cathode

Readout planes

Figure 1. Left: Conceptual design of a tonne-scale NEXT detector inside a water tank. Right:
Zoom-in on the internal structures of the detector.

preliminary results from both methods already in hand, we assume in this study that

the axial position of events will be reconstructed with similar precision to what has been

achieved in NEXT-White.

The other major adjustment from NEXT-100 would be changing to a symmetric TPC

design with a central cathode and two EL gaps. This modification halves the maximum drift

length, easing the requirements on gas purity and high voltage. For example, the detector of

2.6 m would require ⇠ 65 kV at the central cathode to achieve a NEXT standard drift field of

500 V cm�1, a value already within the target specifications of the NEXT-100 high-voltage

feedthrough. The shorter drift length would reduce as well the average electron di↵usion

(proportional to the square root of the drift length), which impacts track reconstruction.

Moreover, no bu↵er region would be required to protect sensors and electronics against

high voltage discharges from the cathode, e↵ectively increasing the active volume available

for physics and maximizing the isotope use.

The field cage itself is expected to be an extrapolation of the current NEXT-100 design,

which has been developed with scalability to the tonne scale and minimization of material

mass and radioactivity as central concerns. The current design secures the field shaping

rings using high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bars of the same length as the detector

active region. Teflon panels are then fitted to the HDPE bars making the light reflector

seen in Fig. 1. These Teflon reflectors are ⇠ 5 mm thick and constitute the majority

of the mass of the field cage. The field cage is surrounded by an inner shield of 12 cm

of copper that attenuates external gammas by several orders of magnitude before they

reach the active volume. Developing the possibility to operate an EL readout at the meter

scale was a major R&D e↵ort performed by the Collaboration. Recent progress through

R&D with photo-etched hexagonal meshes shows promise, with manufactures capable of

producing meshes of the scale required for the tonne-scale experiment. These meshes can be

tensioned su�ciently to operate at the field strengths envisioned and can sustain high energy
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Figure 7. Left: Projected sensitivity to the 136Xe 0⌫�� half-life with both the NEXT-100 and
NEXT-1T background models for the pure xenon and low-di↵usion cases; the band represents the
span of the background model for the given di↵usion assumption. Right: Background index for both
background models and pure xenon and low di↵usion mixtures.

of thee energies is long so interaction within the fiducial volume is likely. However, when

theses gammas interact their energy and topology can be scrutinized and the power of the

topological analysis is evident.

5 Predicted background index and sensitivity

The sensitivity of an experiment is defined as the median half-life which can be excluded at

a given confidence level in many repetitions of an experiment providing a null observation.

Based on the predicted activities and acceptance factors presented we can evaluate the

median sensitivity of the tonne scale NEXT-like detector.

The total background index for each analysis configuration was calculated by taking

the radiogenic contribution plus an additional 20% to account for material contributions

outside the copper shielding, the cosmogenic background for a siting location, and the

possibility of radon contamination. Due to the low background nature the additional 20%

do not impact the sensitivity in a major way. Figure 7 (right) summarises these numbers.

The background index from each set was used to generate a sensitivity curve following

the Feldman-Cousins method for a 90% unified confidence interval [52]. These sensitivities

were then used to construct a band that is dependent on detector performance for both

NEXT-100 and NEXT-1T background models. The width of the band shows the di↵erence

between the models, as seen in Figure 7-left. Siting of the detector is not yet specified, though

candidate underground laboratories include SNOLAB (6 km.w.e), SURF (4.3 km.w.e.),

LNGS (3.3 km.w.e.) and LSC (2.2 km.w.e.). For these studies, we assume siting at LNGS

– 14 –
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R&D to reach the ton scale and beyond

• Dedicated R&D effort to provide enhance detector capability at the 
ton-scale and beyond (with the ultimate goal to include Ba tagging) 

• Free the cathode (No PMTs) 

• Retain energy resolution 

• Examples of efforts:  
✓ Energy-Tracking plane made of SiPMs 
✓ Optical TPC (see CRAB from Ben Jones’  talk later in this session)) 
✓ Double-cladding optical fibers barrel 
✓ Gas mixtures to reduce the diffusion 
✓ Cold TPC to reduce dark current from SiPMs 
✓ …
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Plans for the contributed paper

• Perform the needed simulation to quantify the expected 
performances of each solution (already underway) 

• Test assumptions with prototypes (already underway) 

• Investigate other physics (BSM, solar nus,…) that can be done with 
large scale HPGTPCs (inputs welcome!) 

• Address solutions that can allow for Ba tagging 

• The paper would lay out the future NEXT program 

• Goal is to demonstrate the potential of large-scale HPGTPCs
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